Improving Communication Exercise:

Back-to-Back Drawing: Divide your team into pairs. Have each pair sit with their backs to one another. Give one person from each partnership an image (shape or collection of shapes depending on difficulty level wanted) to describe to their partner who is given a pencil and pad of paper. Each partner must describe their shape(s) to their partners without actually telling them what the shape is. Once pairs think they are done they may compare images.

Difficulty 1, Shape A
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Back-to-Back Drawing: Divide your team into pairs. Have each pair sit with their backs to one another. Give one person from each partnership an image (shape or collection of shapes depending on difficulty level wanted) to describe to their partner who is given a pencil and pad of paper. Each partner must describe their shape(s) to their partners without actually telling them what the shape is. Once pairs think they are done they may compare images.
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Back-to-Back Drawing: Divide your team into pairs. Have each pair sit with their backs to one another. Give one person from each partnership an image (shape or collection of shapes depending on difficulty level wanted) to describe to their partner who is given a pencil and pad of paper. Each partner must describe their shape(s) to their partners without actually telling them what the shape is. Once pairs think they are done they may compare images.
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Back-to-Back Drawing: Divide your team into pairs. Have each pair sit with their backs to one another. Give one person from each partnership an image (shape or collection of shapes depending on difficulty level wanted) to describe to their partner who is given a pencil and pad of paper. Each partner must describe their shape(s) to their partners without actually telling them what the shape is. Once pairs think they are done they may compare images.
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Back-to-Back Drawing: Divide your team into pairs. Have each pair sit with their backs to one another. Give one person from each partnership an image (shape or collection of shapes depending on difficulty level wanted) to describe to their partner who is given a pencil and pad of paper. Each partner must describe their shape(s) to their partners without actually telling them what the shape is. Once pairs think they are done they may compare images.
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Back-to-Back Drawing: Divide your team into pairs. Have each pair sit with their backs to one another. Give one person from each partnership an image (shape or collection of shapes depending on difficulty level wanted) to describe to their partner who is given a pencil and pad of paper. Each partner must describe their shape(s) to their partners without actually telling them what the shape is. Once pairs think they are done they may compare images.
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